Introducing

The Invisible Clock-II

 U.S. Patent Pending

Silent
Vibration

Lets your body tell the time!

This unique device offers a new, more relaxing way to
stay on top of time. Designed for the professional
and the patient alike. Whether you have a hearing
or memory deficit or need to discreetly time a
counseling or medical session, the Invisible
Clock-II has five special features to help.
Silent Alarm
The Invisible Clock can be set to beep or vibrate.
Keep time discreetly in meetings, during
presentations or at the theater. Have a
hard time hearing a normal alarm?
Let your body tell the time.

Custom Timer
The custom timer can be set for any countdown time
from 2 seconds to 60 minutes. Then set up to 6
unique alerts to signal anywhere within this countdown time. Set for one countdown, to repeat, or to
count-up after countdown completes. Great for monitoring medical sessions, or tracking time intervals.
Alerts signal in unique vibrations or unique beeps.
To order for only $39.95 (FREE shipping)
Call toll free: (888) 602-2588
Web Site: www.invisibleclock.com
Fax: (877) 822-0776
Pay by check, money order, or credit card
(CA residents add 7.25% sales tax or $2.90)
1 year money-back guarantee

Multiple Alarms

You can set up to 12 different alarms to vibrate or
beep at various times during the day, so you have
amazing flexibility to handle just about any
time management challenge. This helps in
following a medication regimen or
for remembering multiple tasks.
Use as a silent alarm clock.

Actual Size (1/2” x 1-1/2” x 2-1/8”)

Meeting/Interval Timer
The meeting/interval timer
vibrates at the halfway point, again
five minutes before time’s up, and at
time’s up, for any interval you set. Each
vibration is distinct so you know exactly
where you are along the way. Great for monitoring
time intervals, meetings or counseling sessions.

Repeating
Timer

Repeating Timer
Set the timer to alert once or to
repeat itself, vibrating or beeping
at any interval you choose for as long
as you like. It’s an excellent way to pace any
repetitive need. Great for building new habits or
as a memory aid. Perfect for meditation/affirmations.

Plus:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stopwatch
Adjustable vibration intensity,
beep volume and number of beeps
Quick-release garment clip
Illuminated display
Auto button lock prevents cancellations
Easy to follow instructions
Wear on waist, in pocket or around neck
Uses 1 AAA battery (settings saved when changing battery)
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